**FlowCon International** recently introduced the FlowCon adjustable flow controller that is pressure-independent and can be applied wherever flow control is important. While it is controlling flow, the device is also equalizing the differential pressure to smooth out the operation of the system and ensure a consistent level of comfort for building occupants. This pressure equalization also reduces strain on the control valves, pumping mechanisms and comfort-creation equipment. Importantly, energy consumption is reduced because the system is dynamically balanced automatically. This all-in-one device can be adapted to piping packages and hose kits and is available with a variety of electronic actuators and outfitted with a manual close-off valve. GPMs are adjustable either externally or by using an optional internal adjustment cartridge. [www.flowcon.com](http://www.flowcon.com)

**North Safety Products’** K2 Series hardhat saves money without compromising quality or versatility. This low-cost unit offers a stylish profile and rigid shell design that workers love. An ideal surface area is provided front and center for custom logo imprinting. The K2 offers a choice of Quick Fit or Ratchet suspensions. Each North K2 comes complete with accessory slots, 4-point chinstrap anchorage, 3-level height adjustment and comfort features. ANSI Type 1, Class E compliant. [www.northsafety.com](http://www.northsafety.com)

**Quick Crete Products** introduces the Halo smokeless ash receptacle. The Halo provides a truly smoke-free environment at the entrances to buildings, athletic stadiums, stores, eating establishments, and other outdoor areas where smoking is prohibited or discouraged. In addition to completely eliminating smoke, the Halo receptacle keeps the eyesore of used tobacco products out of public sight, making for a cleaner and more attractive environment. The Halo’s covered design also keeps out rain, snow, and other elements, making it practical for use in every state. Tobacco-related litter is a major problem on many campuses, and research shows that if ash receptacles are provided, most smokers will use them. [www.haloqc.com](http://www.haloqc.com)

**SolarOne® Lighting** announces the Flare Solar Powered Lighting Line. The Flare Line combines new styling with state of the art LED and solar technology. Operating independently from the electric grid, they will remain lit, even during power shortages. The independent power source enables these lights to be sited flexibly and installed easily, without trenching and repaving. SolarOne® also supplies solar-powered bus shelter lighting, basic pathway lighting, and custom lighting for applications such as parking lots. For more information contact SolarOne Solutions at 877-527-6461 or visit [www.solaronesolutions.com](http://www.solaronesolutions.com).
new products cont’d

**Valspar Flooring** has gone green, announcing it has voluntarily reduced the volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions of its EC-17 Ultra UVR Epoxy coating to comply with VOC regulations in all 50 states, including the most stringent in the country, the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 113. EC-17 is versatile and can be used in industrial and decorative flooring applications, serving as a stand-alone coating (clear or pigmented), a system topcoat, a quartz system grout coat, or a binder in a slurry system. It adds high-gloss appearance, while providing long-lasting protection against dusting, chalking and yellowing. [www.valsparflooring](http://www.valsparflooring)

**Weldcraft** offers its new Triad™ (TTG Plus) tungsten grinder to provide welding operators with the accuracy and versatility needed to prepare tungsten for both orbital and hand-held TIG applications. Featuring precision-drilled entries, Triad accommodates six different tungsten electrode diameters—0.040, 1/32, 3/64, 1/16, 5/64, and 1/8 inch—and offers four different grinding angles (15°, 18°, 22.5° and 30°) to ensure reliable arc starting and good weld penetration. Triad’s robust industrial-grade motor also provides consistent cutting and facing capabilities (up to 5/32-inch) to eliminate the need and cost for additional tungsten preparation tools. [www.weldcraft.com](http://www.weldcraft.com)

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgv@earthlink.net.
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